Teresa’s work involves
painting, installation and
prints. She is currently intrigued by memory and
its inescapable loss. Her
recent work explores how,
like the ebb and ﬂow of
tides, memory can drift
away on a wave.

53 Windsor Place
Sarah Knox

Sarah’s work conjures
dream-like coasts and
mountains in watercolour or
oil, exploring the poetry
of colour, atmosphere and
light. Her work focuses on
shorelines & wild places.

W
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7 Bath Street
Rosie Nimmo

Claire makes relief prints, screenprints and paintings inspired by
birds and the geology and texture of
the landscape. This year she has new
work inspired by birdwatching trips
from around the world.
macavaggios.co.uk

rosienimmo.com
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11 Bath Street
Robin Baillie

Robin makes large-scale, sculptural,
glazed paintings featuring portrait
woodcuts of historical ﬁgures, and
paintings on Perspex which use transparency and block printing styles to
explore historical posters and early
photography.

et

Open:
7/8
Sept
only
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tinyurl.com/atnfj83
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13/1 Bath Street
Jane Chisholm

janechisholm.co.uk
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24 Bath Street
Peter Byrne

Peter works with oil
and acrylic on board
and canvas. His recent
paintings involve
ever-changing views
from benches on the
prom that contain constant “elements” such
as cracked ﬂagstones,
the speckled walkway,
the sea wall, the dry
sand, the wet sand,
the shoreline, the sea
the horizon, the distant land and the sky.
peterkbyrne@hotmail.com

12 Aitchison’s Place

70
Open:
7/8
Sept
only
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49 Adelphi Place
David Mola

David is a versatile glass
artist. He has been working
for many years with both
stained and bespoke kiln
glass and this year is showing some of his recent work.

An exhibition of
Fiona’s colourful
portraits, landscapes and ﬂower
paintings and cards,
made in her summerhouse studio,
using Golden Acrylic
paints and inks.
Plus Caroline Mitchell’s Joy Revival
Upholstery.

21 Bath Street
Jude Nixon

Jude is a mixed media artist
whose practice reﬂects her interest in inscription, mark making
and excavation. She uses a wide
range of traditional and nontraditional materials and is
currently working on abstract
water pieces.
judenixon.co.uk
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5 Lee Crescent
Peter Standen

The main theme in Peter’s
paintings and etchings is impermanence and change in the world
around us and how everything is
altered by the passage of time.
peterstanden18wix.com

12 Roseﬁeld Place
Jan Coventry

A painter in the tradition
of landscape painters in
Scotland, Jan works outside in all weathers before
returning to the studio
to develop her images; the
resulting pieces convey her
passion for her subject.
coventrywaugh.weebly.com

to Rosefield
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Aurora Pinyes

Half biologist and half ceramist,
Aurora’s work moves between utilitarian and decorative. Her work explores the
different qualities of clay to obtain an
array of effects.
auroraclaywork.weebly.com

14B Adelphi Place
Rachel Artemis
Teschner

Rachel loves
sketching and
drawing, creating
thousands of images and characters
in pencil, ink,
digital, paint and
clay. Her special
talents are facial expressions,
feline ﬁgures and
intricate
patterns.

Open:
14/15
Sept
only

Open:
14/15
Sept
only

davidmola.com

Fiona Bisset
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72

michele-artandtherapy.co.uk

ﬁonabisset.weebly.com

and Adelphi Place

Jane is an artist,
maker and craftsman,
working in the tradition of handicraft as a
small-scale producer.
Working predominantly
with textiles in the
broadest interpretation, with natural
materials and colours.

Michele focusses on traditional
processes of drawing and painting.
Her main theme is landscape; it is
the subject most ready to hand,
but also can have the deepest, but
often the least-noticed, inﬂuence
upon us.

2F2 130 Portobello
High Street

th

Rosie works in a spontaneous way using
a variety of media, including painting
with acrylic, mixed-media and printmaking. The sea and sky are signiﬁcant in her work as are animals.

Julia’s work demonstrates her
love of pattern, collage and
colour. She is currently exploring close intimate places, in
particular the little gardens of
the Stockbridge Colonies where
she used to live.
Inst. @Julia Macaulay Art

Claire MacDonald

to

Julia Macaulay

Simon’s work consists of watercolour
landscapes and stencils using water
based printing ink, or pen and ink
drawings often depicting endangered
species of birds and animals.

Michele Gunn

B

Open:
14/15
Sept
only
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16 Roseﬁeld Place

simjack@hotmail.co.uk

teresa.gordon@artweb.com
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Simon Jackson

Open:
7/8
Sept
only

sarahknoxgallery.co.uk

ES

34 Adelphi Place

Lewis Waugh

Lewis’s work is
inﬂuenced by surrealism, abstract
expressionism and
Islamic art - a
conﬂuence of Islamic
geometry and Western
perspective, drawing
inspiration from
music, poetry and
his experiences in
the mountains.
lewiswaugh.com

32 Adelphi Place

68
Open:
7/8
Sept
only

Evoking a sense of place through
re-interpreting the built and
natural environment through mixed
media, Len is currently working on
pieces inspired by post-industrial
Portobello, responding to the theme
of ‘Land Mark’.
Fb @Len.Grannum.Artist

HOUSES

Alison Robinson

Alison works with the ancient art of
lustre glazed pottery, creating shining
metallic effects which are magical in
sunlight and water. Come and ﬁnd lustre ﬁsh swimming in the Figgate burn
and glittering water fountains hidden
amongst the garden plants.

PT
14/15 SE
7/8 and

-

10-6
OPEN SAT

SUN 11-5

bridgepottery.wordpress.com
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Curated Houses:
‘Listening Windows’ by Zoë Irvine

Inst. @rachie_artemis

Len Grannum

@artwalkporty
#arthouses
www.artwalkporty.co.uk

57

69

Teresa Gordon
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138 Portobello High Street

Kirsty Dalton | Art House 37
Pyrography demonstrations

Rosie Nimmo | Art House 58
Lino cut demonstration and talk

Mike Kinane | Art House 38
Talk and demonstration

Robin Baillie | Art House 59
Poetry reading

Karl Macrae | Art House 46
‘Sewing a Bee’ workshops

Claire MacDonald | Art House 65
Screenprinting workshop

Throughout each day

Sat 7 and Sat 14 Sept, 2pm

Each day 3pm. Karl will also be performing folk music live at various times
everyday.

Susie Reade & Peter Galinsky |
Art House 48
Art Auction Sun 15 Sept, 4pm
Sarah Knox | Art House 57
‘Landmarks - painting the spirit’
Informal talk, Sunday 15 Sept, 2pm

Visitors are invited to take a seat, gaze from the
window and embark on a selection of sound journeys.
Seek out the different sites to explore a night walk
in the Amazon Jungle, a sad farewell in Antwerp,
reminiscing farmers, a lonely world trip and
selected fragments of Magnetic Migration Music.

Friday 13 Sept, 7.30-8.30pm

Sat 7 Sept, 2pm

Sundays 8 and 15 Sept, 2pm, please prebook by emailing claire@macavaggios.co.uk

Rachel Artemis Teschner |
Art House 67
Occasional performances,
Sundays 8 & 15 Sept

Most Art Houses
are open both
weekends,
unless stated.
Individual
variations are
noted alongside
each venue.

Zoë Irvine is an artist and sound designer who lives
in Edinburgh. The pieces presented sit between radio
documentary and ﬁlmic soundtrack.
Locations:
Art Houses 36, 40, 53, 71
& Shed @Plot 55b, Telferton Allotments (venue 8 on map)

PICK UP THE ART WALK MAP
FOR FULL DETAILS OF ALL OUR PROGRAMME

Art
Porty

Walk
Support the Art Walk by
becoming an Art Walk Friend.
Join for £25 & receive 10%
off purchases at all Art
Houses and a free Tote Bag!
Find out more at Bellﬁeld
Event Hub or at our website.

35
Open:
14/15
Sept
only

10/2 Coillesdene House
1 Coillesdene Drive
Emily is a fashion, accessories and
homewares designer specialising in
vintage-inspired designs. Her work
focuses on vibrant prints and colour,
using quality textiles sourced from
around the world.

37

primitivewoodlandline.com

C o l l i e s d e n e H ou s e
38

Inst. @janemurray4849

10 Queens Bay Crescent
Mike Kinane

Painting is what really inspires Mike; he works directly in an expressive manner in
oil, acrylic, pastel or watercolour, using bright colours,
applied boldly. For his most
recent body of work, Mike is
painting performing musicians.

41

42

Fi Bailey

Fiona produces work with
a strong narrative, using
assemblage to produce installations that invite
participation. This year’s
Art House will feature
recent work around the
theme of trace and time.

40
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Using embroidery and other
handcraft techniques,
Tzipporah’s work explores
aspects of her identity as an
autistic woman, while
challenging the lines between
‘Art’ and ‘Craft’. She will be
presenting her installation,
The Museum of Monotropism.

Jenny makes original prints
and paintings combining
watercolour and hand drawn
birds and animals using
vintage maps and found
materials.

44

Jenny’s lively drawings and
prints demonstrate her love
of colour and pattern,
responding to landmarks in
her daily life in
Portobello and beyond; quirky
shop fronts and decorative,
often overlooked buildings.

33 Esplanade Terrace
Zoe Kean

Zoe’s work explores the
Scottish landscape through
etchings, monoprints,
paintings and collographs.
Inspired by wild places, she
builds up highly
textured and dynamic
layers in her pieces to
create vibrant images.
zoekean.weebly.com

James Kean

Using various types of wood
and found objects James
makes items that are neither
wood cut nor marquetery and
neither sculpture nor
carving, but a combination
of them all.

31 Esplanade Terrace
John Thayers

43

yarnandglue.co.uk

jennycaponprints.co.uk

rt

Jenny Martin

t o E s p l a n a d e T e r ra ce

Tzipporah Johnston
61 Morton Street
Jenny Capon

7 Esplanade Terrace

jennymartinartist.co.uk

ﬁonajbailey.com
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Jane is a painter exploring landscape with reference to current
affairs and historical events.
She records her inﬂuences and
experiences through sketches,
writing, reading and memory, then
translates these into paintings.

42/8 Joppa Road

amydennis.net

Kirsty is showing her summer
line of wooden home-ware. Each
piece is individually created
from wood, turned on a lathe
or carved and then burnt free
hand, using a process called
pyrography.

LK

Jane Murray

Amy Dennis’s paintings explore
the territory between still life
and landscape and are composed
using repeated motifs. She is
interested in the craft of
painting, using historic
materials and techniques.

12 Coillesdene Crescent

EA S

1GF Coillesdene House
1 Coillesdene Drive

Amy Dennis

Kirsty Dalton

A
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Emily Millichip

emilymillichip.com

63/1 Morton Street

3D abstract art constructions
using everyday materials such
as wood, perspex, steel, and
spray paint to explore the
idea of urban and built
environments/structures
including what goes on below
our feet and above our heads.

Mairi Summers

The main body of Mairi’s work
is concerned with
unfolding and emerging; the
ﬂuidity of self and the
interruptions, folds, edges
and spaces between, which make
up the topography of an
individual’s sense of self.

shorelineartworks.co.uk

on Street &
Joppa Road
mairisummers.com

technocroft@btinternet.com

Peter Hartley

Peter designs and makes
a range of highly original contemporary jewellery
using silver, semi-precious
stones and brightly-coloured
enamels, taking inspiration
from a life long love of all
things maritime.
p.hartley32@btinternet.com

mikekinane.co.uk

Alison Cowan

Textile artworks using a variety of processes and materials
to investigate the plant world,
from woodland scenes and ﬂowers
growing in ﬁelds to patterns
found in petals, plant cells or
tree bark.

71 Promenade

sternbyname.com

Javier Ventura

Javier’s painting is intrinsically linked to the sea and
the light. It is a symbolist,
surrealist and literary painting
style, which uses landscape and
architecture to tell stories and
evoke memories.
venturapintura@yahoo.es

alisoncowan.co.uk

Karl Macrae

WA L K

Karl draws with a blade and
then paints with shellac and
pigments to make paintings and
prints. His distinctive,
colour rich images will include
new work from Finland incl
people, buildings and
landscapes.

E

Karl Stern

CENTR

Karl upcycles vintage items
such as leather suitcases,
stitching into them with modern
embroidery: the thread becomes
the art, transforming the
objects themselves into pieces
of artwork.
hessewhappy.co.uk

Avril Scott

Avril works in the medium of
encaustic, a mixture of beeswax and tree resin mixed with
natural pigments to produce
colourful and textural abstract
painting inspired by a love of
land and seascapes.

P r o m en ad e to. . .
avrilscottart.etsy.com

10 John Street
Susie Reade +
Peter Kalinsky

Dylan Bell

An exhibition of paintings and
prints based on the urban coastline, nostalgic hand printed
images of iconic spots around
Scotland, and seaside themed
lino cuts in a homage to
Portobello’s playful past.
bellsgalleries.com

These colourful paintings
are made by two artists
working together at the same
time on the same piece.
Using paint they respond
to each other on the canvas and card. They avoid
representational images
and relinquish the idea of
individual ownership. This
p.galinsky@
is a conversation between
blueyonder.co.uk
three creative entities:
susiereade@gmail.com two artists and a painting.
The pictorial dialogue takes
place during the interactive processes of responding, improvising, debunking,
reﬂecting, magnifying, distorting and harmonising.

n S t r e et
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3 John Street

48

6 John Street

59/6 Promenade

Open:
7/8
Sept
only

Joey Sim

Joey’s work examines the landscape
of her childhood, continually growing and changing as the years pass.
She often works on found materials;
layering, erasing, obscuring and
pouring, reﬂecting the constantly
shifting estuary of the river Spey.

to...

Fb @Joey Sim
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Gallery 5595
John Street Lane West

Jane Rutherford and Tadeusz Deręgowski

Scottish and Latin American Landscapes: an exhibition by
Brazillian/Scottish artist Tadeusz Deręgowski and Scottish artist Jane Rutherford. While both artists share a
similar love of landscape painting and quick gestural
style, each approaches their subject in a different way.
Tadeusz focusses on painting pochades: small plein-air
oil paintings of landscapes, while Jane’s practice is
studio-based inspired by patterns of the landscape, created and shaped by human intervention.
gallery5595.com
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Bellfie

46

47

1 Vernon
Cottages

Open:
7/8
Sept
only
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The Ramp House, 9e Bellﬁeld Lane

17 Bellﬁeld Street
Denise Horn

Using a Tobii ‘eyegaze’, a
device responsive to the
human eye, tracking movement, weight, duration,
gaze and focus, Greta
creates digital artwork,
laser cutting, wall vinyls
and lithography.

Fb @denisehornglassart

Mary Drummond

Glass artist, using
fused and luminescent
glass. Having grown
up in the countryside, nature is a huge
inspiration for Mary’s
glass pieces - ﬂowers,
leaves, trees as well
as Arran inspired seascapes.
marydrummond.artweb.com

54

Greta McMillan

Contemporary glass
panels created using
stained glass techniques, fused glass and
traditional painting
methods.

studiogreta.co.uk

Open:
7/8
Sept
only

4 Bellﬁeld Terrace
Nicky Sanderson

Jill Boualaxai

Prior to becoming an artist, Jill was
an archaeologist; now her work is
about archaeological storytelling.
Abandoned spaces, their histories and
the objects discovered within; what
remains and what has faded, testifying
to permanence and impermanence.
jillmboualaxa.com

Nicky works in paint,
collage and printmaking.
She is inspired by trips
to the Outer Hebrides
and the landscape as
shaped by human intervention over millennia, in
particular the beauty of
peat bank cuttings.
nickysanderson.co.uk

Peter Jones

Peter’s show includes a series
of daily paintings and poems
from Portobello beach and ‘Views
from’, inspired by the simple
act of looking out from the
living rooms and indoor spaces
we know and love.
peterjoneshouseportraits.co.uk
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19 Bellﬁeld Lane
Carol & Phoebe
Strang

Carol’s art is nearly
always inspired by
water creating
sculptures in clay,
with some pieces cast
in bronze. Showing
along with Phoebe
Strang who creates
mixed media art.

Inst. @carolstrangsculpture
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36/2 Marlborough Street
Caroline Convey

Drawings, paintings and
prints inspired by the
animal kingdom: capturing
the beauty, behaviour and
movement of animals and
what gives them
personality.
carolineconvey.com

